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 The Oxford English Dictionary defines tolerance as a noun meaning “the ability or 

willingness to tolerate … the existence of opinions or behavior that one dislikes or disagrees 

with” . Tolerant is defined as showing willingness to allow the existence of opinions or behavior 1

that one does not necessarily agree with. From the Late Middle English origin, tolerance refers 

back to “the ability to bear pain and hardship” and also refers to “the Old French from Latin 

tolerantia, from tolerare” . In schools, tolerance is often taught as a virtue, as the “ideal modern 2

globalized citizen’s attitude” in approaching different cultures and beliefs. My first impression of 

the word tolerance originated from “religious tolerance” and how through tolerance people with 

different religions were able to coexist peacefully. However, under the peacefully disguised 

misconception of tolerance lies the damages of misuse of tolerance. Throughout history, the 

Catholic Church abused their power to define the civilized against barbaric, and handled such 

barbarism with “tolerance”. Through aspects of religions, social equalities, beliefs and values, 

the concept of tolerance had been greatly influencing history as well as current society. Among 

those practices of tolerance, misuse or abuse of oneself or the other, and the ideal version of 

tolerance is present. 

 Throughout history tolerance — primarily in religion and social equality — was 

disguised as the mannered disdain and violence even in seemingly peaceful scenes. Mere 

decades ago, tolerance implied mannered racism, “tolerating” the uncomfortable truth of 

separations between racial groups. Such divisions created through this “nonviolent” definition of 

tolerance splits the groups of people into two, identifying “both tolerance and the tolerable with 
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the West, marking non-liberal societies and practices as candidates for an intolerable barbarism 

that is itself signaled by the putative intolerance ruling these societies.”  Countless examples of 3

violence against such “barbarism” existed such as witch-hunts, colonization, and genocide. For 

example, people of Tasmania were treated like “like the exotic marsupial wolves that once shared 

their forest habitat” . Tasmanian culture is now extinct, after only 40 years of brutality. 4

Tasmanians were considered as something less than humans, and they were violently murdered 

for the slightest offenses. No records of Tasmanian culture remain because the British settlers did 

not even consider their culture worth of taking notes. Here, “the conquer’s religion becomes a 

sword” , wiping out the “barbarians” who stood against the civilization that was considered to be 5

superior. The definition of tolerance spilts groups into “civilized, just, right” and “barbaric, evil, 

and wrong”, and such division and abuse of tolerance can be viewed commonly also in religion. 

 Regarding unfamiliar subjects, mainstream Catholic religion, which is deeply rooted in 

the history of mankind, used tolerance as a convenient yet violent tool. Despite the popular belief 

seen in cases of Galileo and Copernicus who were repeatedly threatened by the Church for 

pursuing their scientific studies, “it is not that the Catholic and Reformed church were against 

science … the notion that in this period religion was opposed to scientific progress in theory and 

practice has long been refuted as myth.”  On the contrary, the Church actively promoted for 6

scientific discoveries. A great deal of scientific discoveries occurred in the Middle Ages and 
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other early modern periods in areas such as physics, astronomy, mechanics, and chemistry. These 

discoveries were sponsored and contacted by the religious institutions including Jesuit colleges 

and university faculties populated by orthodox ecclesiastics. However, despite the Catholic 

Church being an influential sponsor in such scientific studies, ultimately the “results of that 

science had to be consistent with its theological doctrines. Among Catholics, it was the pope and 

his appointed representatives — including local archbishops — who decided whether or not a 

theory about the cosmos or an account of terrestrial bodies was a danger to the faith” . The 7

Catholic Church and the Reformed consistories wore the mask of the guardians of the faith, 

supporters of science and reason. Despite the supportive image of religion, some philosophers 

such as Spinoza stated that “all religion are probably oppressive to some degree, especially when 

they are promoted by chiefdoms and states…principle in ecology, Gause’s law, which states that 

maximum competition is to be found between those species with identical needs. In a similar 

manner, the one form of altruism that religions seldom display is tolerance of other religions.”  8

Religion has censored informations that were potentially a threat as well as declared the 

definition of piety but also the definition of truth. Despite their cooperative and nonviolent 

manner, religious institutes have a history of suppressing the “other” groups that were against 

their beliefs. 

 Since the age of Copernicus and Galileo, not only religion but also the social atmosphere 

of such “religious tolerance” has changed, but still new religious groups endeavor to eliminate 

the “other” that are against their beliefs. Now, the United States government has Religious Rights 
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group, who show disdain against groups like Wiccans, Muslims, women, atheists, and members 

of LGBTQ community. According to Reverend Barry W. Lynn, a Secularist, the Religious Rights 

show hate for such groups, and that “technically, the Religious Rights doesn’t hate everybody. 

They actually like people who are just like themselves. Too much deviation, however, rapidly 

move you from ‘like’ to the ‘hate’ category … from the ‘Religious Right’ universe would also 

beg to differ… They might even state the platitude, ‘We hate the sin, but not the sinner.’”  Lynn 9

then refers to moments when the Religious Rights people would contact him and say such things 

like “I am praying for you”. In such occasions, he states that he does not question the sentiment 

behind it, but finds difficulty with the sincerity of these commentators.  

 Similarly to the previous history of religious institutes silencing and oppressing the other 

“barbaric” groups, attempts of simply disenfranchising or “deleting” the opposers of beliefs can 

be found in modern day era as well. In the modern era, the disdain expressed by extreme 

religious groups are “usually more fragmented and muted versions … An unthinking submission 

to the communal will remains among the most emotionally potent virtues among “good” people 

in the mainstream of the society. ‘Jesus is the answer’ is the contemporary equivalent of Deus 

vult, the rallying cry of the First Crusade” . The Religious Rights group reacted negatively to 10

the legalization of marriage equality, and the former dean of Liberty University’s law school, 

Mat Staver, stated that marriage equality “is something that I believe is the beginning of the end 

of Western civilization.”  Regarding marriage equality, Reverend Lynn spoke that, “There really 11
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is a whole “anti-GLBT hate industry” in this country. It is a campaign of marginalization; it is a 

campaign of fear-mongering; it is a campaign to make you invisible. This movement wants to 

say, as President Ahmadinejad did at Columbia University, there are no gay people in my 

country.”  Even to this day, attempts of suppressing, disenfranchising, and resisting against 12

social equality exist, often showing the oppressive side of religious tolerance against people who 

are different.  

 So, without wiping out a significant portion of the people who disagree with each other, 

or without oppressing the other into harm or silence, how do we correctly practice tolerance? 

Tim Crane, an Atheist, explains the misconceptions of tolerance practiced in daily life, especially 

with tolerating religion. From Crane’s point of view, he intends to extract two attitudes: “An 

attempt at understanding, and an attempt at tolerance. Understanding, because we should try to 

understand that which we reject, as well as that which we accept. Tolerance, because our aim 

should not be to convert those with whom we disagree but rather to live in peace with them.”  13

Crane refers back to John Gray whose explanation that “the most necessary task of the present 

time is to accept the irreducible reality of religion”  and that we are ultimately after “a type of 14

toleration whose goal is not truth but peace.”  Crane explains how tolerance does not mean 15

indifference or paternalism, since paternalism implies obligation for intervening for their own 

interests. Referring back to Immanuel Kant, Crane explains how respect for the person and 
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respect for the belief can be separated. In Kant’s most profound work, Kant explains that 

“morality requires that people be treated not as means to further ends but as ends in themselves. 

… we can respect people in this sense without respecting their views.”  It is possible to separate 16

the holders of the belief, from belief itself which means that it’s all people, rather than their 

opinions, who are worthy of respect. Using this analogy, we can attempt to coexist by properly 

tolerating each other’s different opinions. 

 The proper way of tolerance is hard to achieve, and peaceful voicing of different opinions 

calls for effort in empathy. The ideal form of tolerance practiced in real life is to “hope for 

peaceful coexistence, while the most we can hope for is a kind of dialogue between those who 

hold very different views of reality. A genuine dialogue of this kind will be very difficult to 

achieve, but the first step must be for each side to gain an adequate understanding of the views of 

the other.”  From my personal experience, I can immediately refer back to my most prized 17

friend I had from high school. She was known as “that Republican girl” in a very liberal town in 

Colorado, and I was known as “that Asian girl who attended to diversity conferences” in an all-

white K-12 school in Colorado. We understood that we have different backgrounds and values, 

and whenever we talked to each other, we would talk for hours discussing contentious topics 

such as abortion. In retrospect, it makes no sense that we are friends, because her family member 

is a famous Republican once endorsed by Trump and I am an immigrant who goes to the 

Women’s March. However, whenever we talk about contentious topics, we both recognize that 

we have our differences, voice of our opinions, and conclude peacefully. 
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 However, despite this, I have been misusing “tolerance” for my own convenience. I 

recently had a revelation that I was intact undermining myself rather than serving my 

responsibility to correct what I believe is morally wrong. In my college application essay, I wrote 

about how hard it was for me to be the only Korean in school and how I struggled to fight 

stereotypes by purposefully failing school and acting as if I didn’t care about my grades. I wished 

that everyone else could see beyond my race. I then concluded by saying that "my values to be 

something that meant great value to myself, not just about avoiding being stereotypical….As I 

continue to create my own category, I understand that while others may perceive me in a 

stereotypical way, I don’t have to conform to it”. I also wrote, “I believe that I am who I am, and 

I have the ability to stand up and not give in to others’ expectations.” Now, when I believed I was 

tolerating people who had beliefs I did not agree with, I actually conformed to accommodate 

them and to make them comfortable. When faced with roommates who did not understand the 

concept of tipping or the necessity of it, I tried explaining, and when they decided to not tip, I 

stopped trying. When meeting with international students who believed that a large population of 

African American people indicated a higher crime rate and was automatically afraid and showed 

disdain against African American people, I couldn’t bring myself to point out their 

misconceptions. I felt worn-out instead of tolerant. I believe that resorted to the comfort of 

silence, contentment, and indifference. It was not until a few days ago that I discovered the 

paradox. Living with a roommate who was very close-minded and is incredibly adamant about 

her “values” that were islamaphobic and homophobic, I did not attempt to correct her. However, 

we recently had a fight and another friend pointed out that my roommate was always persistent 

about her values when I was bending myself to accommodate her comfort, which was something 
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I realized a long time ago but suppressed because I didn’t want conflict. This same friend 

referred me as the “most politically conscious” among the people she knew and I felt ashamed. I 

had believed that what I was doing was tolerance, but in reality it was just an excuse for avoiding 

conflict that needed to happen, like an infection under a disguise. In this misconception and 

misuse of “tolerance”, instead of harming the “other” as previously shown in cases of history and 

religion, I sacrificed and undermined my own values to poorly tolerate the difference in opinions. 

 This is my cowardly confession to the injustice I have been practicing. The historical 

episodes previously explored the misuse of tolerance failed to exclude disdain and violence. The 

religious episodes failed to exclude suppression against the other categories that did not share the 

same religious values. In my case, attempting to accommodate the others with my morbid sense 

of politeness, I had lost my own values of what I believed is right. My high school self who 

attended diversity conferences and worked hard to fight stereotypes and went to marches would 

be baffled at what I have been doing, and maybe even call me a fraud. I still feel deeply ashamed 

that people view me as “righteous” or “well-rounded” when in reality I am quite treacherous. 

Practicing the ideal tolerance in coexisting with different opinions calls for empathy, but in a 

right balance where no one really loses themselves which is difficult to achieve. However, if 

there is one line from my college application essay that is remotely correct about my present day 

self is this: “While I’ve spent time discovering and accepting who I am, creating solid values that 

will not diminish easily, I know I am not done.”  
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